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SESSION TWO:  “Black Wall Street” 

1. WATCH THE GATHERING VIDEO:  “It’s Not About the Nail.”
The session leader will show a short video and then briefly open up the floor to
comments.  Share in the large group what ideas (positive and negative) about
communication in general this video suggests to you.  How might your ideas impact the
way you conduct Holy Conversations?

2. WATCH THE FOCUS PRESENTATION VIDEO:  “Black Wall Street”

Following the Focus Presentation video, please remain silent and “S-I-T” with yourself.

Ask yourself silently:  “In this video, what about it was the

most S-urprising?  (that is, something you did not know before)  
most I-nteresting? (that is, something you want to learn more about) 
most T-roubling?” (that is, something that raises strong emotions in you) 

Jot down a few of your thoughts to these three questions to consider talking about in the 
small group session. 

3. ENTER INTO SMALL GROUP HOLY CONVERSATIONS

a. Review together your Covenant and make any agreed-upon modifications. Make
a commitment to abide by these principles today and in the weeks ahead
Consider having everyone sign a copy of the Covenant.

b. Begin with your S-I-T reflections from the Focus Presentation.  Invite each
participant to share one or more of their three reflections.  When all are finished,
start your Holy Conversation from these thoughts.

c. If you need help in jump-starting your Conversations, first turn to the readings
from last week.  You may also use the questions found on the following page.

d. Reserve five minutes before the close of class to share any small group prayer
requests.  Have a volunteer close your group in prayer.

SESSION TWO GOALS 

By the end of Session Two, 

1. you will be able to explain to someone so mething about the early history of Blacks in 
Indian Territory and Oklahoma, and in particular Tulsa’s “Black Wall Street.”

2. you will have received Session Two study  materials.
3. you will have practiced your group Covenant in guiding your Holy Conversations.
4. You will have received the Readings in preparation for Session Three.
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Some Additional Questions for Discussion 

1. Many Whites—maybe including you--have the following opinion:

“I wasn’t even born when all this stuff happened. When my family came to this 
country, segregation already existed; we had nothing to do with segregating African 
Americans.  Why is it my responsibility to help correct it?”*

What do you think about this viewpoint?  If you share it, say something more about why 
you think this way.  If you don’t share it, ask for clarifications from soneone who does.  
Using what you understand of Holy Conversations, discuss this in your group.

2. Many Whites—maybe including you—have the following opinion:

“It is normal for people to want to live among others with whom they share a common 

history and culture. There are neighborhoods that are mostly Latino, or Vietnamese, or 

Korean. Don’t African Americans want their own neighborhoods, too?*

What do you think about this viewpoint?  If you share it, say something more about why 
you think this way.  If you don’t share it, ask for clarifications from soneone who does.  
Using what you understand of Holy Conversations, discuss this in your group.

3. Many Whites—maybe including you—have the following opinion:

“Doesn’t talking about race and ethnicity among Christians just exacerbate racial 
prejudice and bias?  After all, God must be “color-blind”—so shouldn’t we?  Why not 
focus on the things that can bring people together rather than talk about what 
makes us different?”

What do you think about this viewpoint?  If you share it, say something more about why 
you think this way.  If you don’t share it, ask for clarifications from someone who does.  
Using what you understand of Holy Conversations, discuss this in your group.

*Questions 1 and 2 adapted from Richard Rothstein's, The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of How Our

Government Segregated America.  NY:  Liveright Pub., 2017




